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ABSTRACT

Wang, Jiachen. M.S., Purdue University, December 2016. Multigraph Visualization for Feature Classification of Brain Network Data. Major Professor: Shiaofen Fang.

A Multigraph is a set of graphs with a common set of nodes but different sets of edges. Multigraph visualization has not received much attention so far. In this thesis, I will introduce an interactive application in brain network data analysis that has a strong need for multigraph visualization. For this application, multigraph was used to represent brain connectome networks of multiple human subjects. A volumetric data set was constructed from the matrix representation of the multigraph. A volume visualization tool was then developed to assist the user to interactively and iteratively detect network features that may contribute to certain neurological conditions. I applied this technique to a brain connectome dataset for feature detection in the classification of Alzheimer's Disease (AD) patients. Preliminary results showed significant improvements when interactively selected features are used.

Keywords: graph visualization, multigraph, volume rendering, brain imaging, feature detection.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Data visualization leverages the power of human perception to process complex information and develop novel insights through interaction. Today, data visualization has been playing an increasingly important role in our life along with the ongoing big data revolution. Big data are of high volume, high velocity and high variety, and thus bring in big challenges in data processing, representation and analysis. Visualization not only allows us to represent data but more importantly to interact with the visual representations to drill into lower level of detail, and highlight the key features across large-scale datasets. This is a great advantage of visualization approaches, which collaborate our eyes and brains to gain insights that cannot be achieved by traditional statistical methods.

With the proliferation of network applications in all aspects of modern society (e.g. WWW, social networks, transportation networks, etc.), graph or network visualization becomes increasingly important. While there have been a large number literature in information visualization dedicated to the theory and practices of graph/network visualization, the visualization of multigraphs has received very little attention. This is a somewhat curious phenomenon as multigraph is a very common type of data sets in many network related data analysis applications.
A multigraph [1] is a set of graphs that have a common set of nodes but different sets of edges. Each edge can stand for one type of relationships which could be a mode of communication, a measure of time or any other relative value. Multigraph provides a way to visually perceive the various relationships of the networks and allows deepening the understanding of the internal details, not just the apparent features. It is essential to create a clear layout of multigraph to represent a global structure. Also, multigraph emphasizes interactive visual analysis which allows adjusting the edges and vertices in appropriate ways for detailed presentation.

Many network problems can be modeled as multigraphs. For example, in social networks, the study of network communities may require the understanding and analysis of the different types of connectivity (e.g. different time periods, or different modes of communications). Another important application is in medical and clinical research. For example, when studying human brain networks, network data from multiple human subjects may be collected for analysis or classification of neurological diseases. This set of brain networks from multiple subjects is a multigraph as humans have similar brain structures. In this thesis, I will show that proper multigraph visualization can help the analysis process by generating more salient visual features.

Graph theory defines a network as a set of nodes and the edges between them. Graph theory was originally emerged as a new branch of mathematics back in the 17th century. Not until the middle of the 19th century, graph theoretic concepts started to pervade many areas of science. The study of social network has driven graph theory to make significant progress and to enter a modern era. In random graph, each pair of
nodes in random graphs has equal probability to connect with each other. However, most real-world graphs possess very different properties as random graphs and this deviation from randomness reflect their specific functionality. Some networks, such as the Internet, have degree distributions following power law, which a node has degree k is given as Prob(k) ~ k^{-\lambda}. Some networks from biological systems lack a characteristic scale and thus are marked as scale-free. Scale-free networks have been demonstrated that each added node, as it grows, tends to connects with nodes that already have high degree. Many networks have been reported to have small-world attribute, from a wide range of studies of genetic, signaling, communications and neural networks. This indicates that all nodes of a network are linked through relatively few intermediate steps, even they only maintain very few direct communications.

Graph topology can be described by a wide variety of measures. The most fundamental measure of network is degree, which measures the number of connections that one node link to the rest of the network. The degrees of the overall nodes of a network form a degree distribution. Random network has equal possibility for node connections, resulting in a Gaussian and symmetrically centered degree distribution. Non-random network has non-Gaussian degree distributions with a long tail towards high degrees. If the neighbor nodes are directly connected to each other, they form a cluster. Clustering coefficient is another important measure which quantifies the ratio of the number of connections between nearest neighbors of a node to the maximum number of possible connections. Random network has relatively low average clustering, whereas complex network tend to have high clustering. The minimum number of edges
that can form the path from one node to another is called path length. Both random and complex networks have short mean path lengths, on the other hand, regular lattice has long mean path length. Hubs are nodes with high centrality, which measures how many of the shortest paths between other pair nodes pass through a certain node. Therefore a node with high centrality always play significant roles in efficient communication.

![Figure 1.1. Structural and functional brain networks [2].](image)

Human connectomics [2] studies how the human brain is wired and how its function is affected by the connectivity pattern using multi-modal neuroimaging data, as shown in Figure 1.1. The human brain is a complex network of approximately $10^{10}$
neurons linked by $10^{14}$ synaptic connections [3]. It has been widely appreciated that brain network provides physiological basis for information processing and mental representations. Studying this complex network through analyzing its communications among anatomical substrates could provide a novel approach of quantifying the brain’s structural and functional systems.

Several attempts have been reported recently to map structural networks of human connectome. He et al first reported large-scale anatomical connection patterns of human cerebral cortex by measuring cortical thickness using Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [4]. Graph analysis revealed significant short and long range anatomical connections in brain sub regions. It has also been demonstrated that the probability of finding a connection between two regions with a certain distance followed an exponentially truncated power law model. A following up study further studied cortical morphometric database and revealed the close relationships between structural network and functional pathways in the cortex [5]. Structure modules were defined as sub regions that are connected morphologically to achieve the maximum network modularity. It has been proved that brain topological modules tightly coupled with known functional domains such as language, strategic, sensorimotor, visual and mnemonic processing. Another approach that has been used to map human brain structural network is diffusion imaging and tractography. A study of 90 cortical and subcortical gray matter regions were conducted to analyze basic statistical aspects of the human brain anatomical network [6]. The weighted network was constructed and factors such as small world attributes, efficiency, degree distribution, vulnerability,
betweenness centrality and motifs composition properties were measured. Several regions, including the precuneus, the insula, the superior parietal cortex and the superior frontal cortex and the superior frontal gyrus were identified as putative hubs of brain network. DTI has limitations detecting crossing fiber bundles, due to its incompatibility to generate fiber bundle orientation. Diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI) can be applied to improve this difficulty by reconstructing multiple diffusion directions in each voxel.

How do brain structural connections affect or shape functional brain networks? Structural network indicates that neural nodes are connected with each other through specific structural patterns. The functionality of neural node is determined through interacting with other nodes within the same network. Additional functionality linkages resulted by indirect interactions make the network even more powerful and complicated. The local functions of individual node are always resulted by the actions of the whole neural network. Though it is widely recognized that the structural and functional connectivity of brain network is highly complex and dynamic, the mechanism of how neural connectivity is controlled and modified is still not clear. Some evidences indicate that neural network is remodeled constantly, while others suggest that most synaptic spines are stable. How relatively slow structural modifications achieve faster functional changes among neural nodes remains a hot topic among researchers.

Computational approaches offer a complementary approach to discover structure and function relationships of the brain. Given the unprecedented complexity of brain network, we are facing critical computational challenges for comprehensive
mapping and analysis of brain connectivity, across all scales. Research in this area has largely focused on extracting brain networks from structural, functional and diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data [7, 8]. The visualization and related visual analytics of this network has not been well studied.

In this thesis, I focus on a specific visual connectomic analysis application: feature classification for brain diseases. Visual feature classification applies feature visualization techniques to provide discriminating power for data classification. By visualizing and comparing the multigraphs of subjects in different classes, I am able to detect and extract network features that are more salient in differentiating data groups for diagnosis and analysis. In the rest of the thesis, related work will first be discussed in Section 2. The application dataset will be described in Section 3. In Section 4, I will describe the multigraph visualization approach and its visual interface for feature detection. The result of this technique applied to a testing data set for Alzheimer's Disease patients will be presented in Section 5. Conclusions and future work will be given in Section 6.
CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK

2.1. Anatomical and functional brain connectome

Human connectome research is greatly advanced by the innovations in data visualization, from tensor glyphs for diffusion-weighted imaging, to advanced rendering of anatomical tracts, to more recent graph-based representations of functional connectivity data [9]. With brain network’s innumerable data dimensions, how to present the mapping of connections in intuitive, informative and candid ways becomes even more challenging. Give the high information content of brain connectome, how to accurately render the content of available data while prioritize the uncertainty of the data is another formidable challenge. Furthermore, to transfer large-scale, complex network data into intuitive, easy to understand visualization requires balance of complexity and simplicity. How to achieve visual simplicity while preserve genuine information is another question we need to think about. It is essential to address the connectome visualization on its progress, available tools, challenges and novel techniques.

Research into anatomical connectivity of the brain has been greatly advance by innovative visualization. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) enables displaying more dimensions of data. It models diffusion as a tensor of rank two with six degrees of
freedom at each voxel. Basser et al reported to use glyphs, in the shape of ellipsoids, to define localized visual unit of information [10]. Considering more complex configurations, such as crossing fibers, tensors of rank two are not sufficient to describe the voxel directionality. Researchers developed novel approaches, such as high angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) and diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI), for three dimensional probability distributions [11]. Visualization of HARDI and DSI data can be achieved by constructing the image using spherical polar plots or two tensors rendered cuboids as basic unit. In glyph-based methods, each discrete glyph represents one diffusion tensor. Tractography, on the other hand, represents continuous curves. Various rendering approaches have been reported to produce high quality tractograms, such as tuboids, hair-like structures, triangle strips and point sprites, streamtubes and surfaces, and stylized line primitives. Tractography risks losing information content due to its absolute certainty for fiber rendering, when it comes to representing crossing fibers, splits and termination points. The obvious disadvantage of streamline fiber tracking methods have motivated the development of probabilistic approaches. Probabilistic tracking approaches generate the tract based on the probability of the tract passing through each voxel for numerous path iterations. One classic way to represent probability values is using symbolic color scale. Volume rendering by applying opacity of different levels to generate semi-transparent cloud is also widely used [12].

Besides anatomical connectivity, it is also very important to understand functional connectivity of brain network. One of the classic methods to represent functional connectome is two-dimensional matrix, for which each point describes the
strength of the connection between two regions of interests (ROIs). ROI allows brain connectome to be visually digestible and overlooks the local movements of the neurons within individual ROI. This is a balance of information loss and achievable visualization. Many approaches have been reported for constructing functional brain network. Salvador et al represented brain functional connectivity using undirected graphs. These are the first maps to describe frequency dependence of entire human brain functional networks. In their paper, a two dimensional coordinate system was applied to show each node’s anatomical position and the connectional relationships among the nodes are described as lines [13]. It has been suggested that bilaterally homologous regions of the brain tend to be strongly and symmetrically connected. Also, low-frequency components usually are involve in stronger functional connections, in comparing to high-frequency components. Moreover, functional brain network represents small world properties that local connectivity is generally stronger than long-distance connectivity [14].

There has been an increasing interest in understanding the relationship between structural and functional brain networks. Many studies have revealed an overlap between structural and functional connections. Van den Heuvel et al examined both the functional and structural connections of the human brain in a group of 26 healthy subjects using resting-stage magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and diffusion tensor imaging scans (DTI). Among the nine resting-state functional networks they looked at, eight of them were supported by anatomical white matter tracts [15]. Skudlarski et al applied DTI and state temporal correlations (RSTC) to create global connectivity
matrices covering the whole brain grain matter. This allowed for direct comparisons between functional connectivity measured by RTSC and structural connectivity measured by DTI. The connectivity maps generated by both approaches strongly agreed with each other [16]. With the strong correlations in between structural and functional networks, several properties of structural network have been proved to play essential role in understanding brain functions. One important property is Euclidian distance between two brain regions. To better shaping functional connections, the degree of two nodes in the structural network is another key property. Moreover, shortest paths are also considered to be strong predictors for functional connections as those paths are favorable because of metabolic efficiency and fast communication.

2.2 Graph visualization

As a subfield of information visualization, graph visualization has been extensively studied. Graph visualization has been widely applied to many areas. Web site maps are good examples of graph application. In biology, protein functions, genetic maps, evolutionary trees all can be presented as graphs. Other examples include data structures, data flow diagrams, entity relationship diagrams, logic programming such as SLD trees etc. The key challenge for graph visualization lies in the balance between the size of the displayed graph and the usability of the graph. Generally, displaying every detail of large graph may makes it difficult to view and comprehend [17]. Another challenge is human factor in the visualization. Very few tools for graph visualization
have practically adapted cognitive factors into the applications. This is no doubt is a hot subject for future research.

Traditional graph layouts usually assume that the layout is determined only by the nodes and the edges without additional constraints. Classical tree layout with children nodes deriving from their parent node reflects the intrinsic hierarchy of the data. Reingold and Tilford algorithm is one of the most widely used tree layout algorithm. Radial layout is another classical tree layout algorithm. This approach places nodes on concentric circles according to their depths. Balloon layout, which is mapped according to cone tree algorithm, attaches sibling subtrees to parent node in a circle. To improve the “space problem” associated with traditional tree layout approaches, 3D layout becomes popular as it allows an extra dimension and more space to display large data. 3D version also allows users to interactively navigate the structure and visualize it from multiple angles. Moreover, additional visualization skills, such as opacity, volume, depth queuing, can be applied to achieve better visualization results. Most force-directed approaches are dimension independent, thus allows 2D displays to be generalized to 3D directly. One of the well-known 3D information structures is the cone tree, which is generated by placing children nodes evenly spaced along the base of their parent node at the apex of the cone shape. The distributions of the nodes are based on their hierarchy orders. The body of each cone is transparent, thus allowing the cones behind it to be easily visualized. Hyperbolic layout is another graph visualization technique, which provides a distorted view and generates better visualization results with potentially large trees [18].
As we discussed earlier, visualization is facing the problem raised by large sizes of the graphs. Therefore, navigation and interaction are essential steps for information visualization. Zoom to scale is one of the traditional approaches for displaying detailed information of large graph structures. Geometric zooming simply blow up the graph content. A more applicable approach is semantic zooming, which changes the graph content and allows more details to be revealed. Zooming requires assigning appropriate subgraph levels. When zooming in on certain details, losing contextual information becomes a big problem. Focus+context techniques are applied to improve on such situations. One well-known example is fisheye distortion. This approach achieves the fish-eye lens effect by zooming in the interest areas while still be able to show other portions, though with less details. Fisheye technique can be implemented as a separate step after the layout algorithm module and before the final display. The visual graph generated by the layout algorithm may be affected negatively by the following fisheye step. For example, it may add unwanted edge crossings. Alternatively, focus+context methods can be included as internal modules of the layout algorithm. The distorted view therefore is generated by interacting with the parameters governing the layout algorithm. 3D techniques are also widely used in achieving focus+context distortion. A simple example is mapping the view created by 2D techniques, such as perspective or parallel projections, directly onto 3D surfaces. We have only discussed some simple versions here, much remains to be done for future research in this topic. For example, how to apply multifocal focus+context methods to check different important areas of the graph simultaneously. There are cases that the size of the graph is so huge that it is
impossible to display the whole graph, incremental exploration approaches are usually applied for such situations. Only subgraph is displayed by the system and other portions are displayed as needed. The keys steps for incremental exploration include generating visual window to show the subgraph and reconstructing the content of the window after change.

We’ve also discussed briefly earlier that in order to achieve a better visualization in both performance and clarity, it is usually essential to reduce the amount of basic elements being viewed. One classic technique is clustering, which is the process of grouping data based on chosen semantics. Using structural information for clustering is referred as structure-based clustering. On the other hand, using semantic data to cluster the elements is referred as content-based clustering. Content-based clustering is not as widely applied as structure-based clustering for graph visualization, as it sometimes is more application-specific and is not general enough to be used in other application areas.

Clustering the data allows us to reduce the visual complexity while preserve the detailed information to a necessary level. The key issue is to look for a balance between the number of clusters and the visible information content. In order to cluster the nodes, node metric is a measure to rank nodes according to the features associated with each one of them. The nodes can be assigned to different groups based on their metric value. One widely applied node feature is degree, which measures the number of edges connected to a node. Since node degree only carries structure information of the graph, it is described as structural-based. Other than node clustering, there are other types of
deviations from the classic network structure, such as multivariate attributes [19]. Multivariate graph visualization shows the graph structure together with node attributes. The attributes can be part of the original data or be computed from the nodes or edges information. Multiple attributes can be incorporated into the visual representation through spatial compositions or temporal compositions. The most commonly seen approach for spatial composition is representation with graph structure as base, which embedded attributes within the nodes. Balanced representation is a simple version of spatial composition, which shows a layout of the graph structure and a multivariate attributes visualization. Attributes can also server as base representation for spatial composition. Each node can be positioned according to its attributes. Temporal compositions can be generated mainly by two different approaches. One is using graph structure as base representation. For example, the visual display can be adjusted based on node attributes to only show the nodes of the hierarchy whose attribute values are within the asked range. Attributes can also be applied as base representation for temporal composition. One example is to apply node attributes as parallel coordinates for visualization.

2.3 Brain connectome visualization

Brain connectome visualization has largely relied on graph theory, which concerns more about describing nodes and edges, rather than the spatial paths connecting nodes. One category of brain connectome visualization techniques tries to maintain the anatomical location and the connections are articulated using lines. Achard
et al created anatomical connectome by using 2D coordinate systems to reflect each node position from a single view [20]. The distance between each pair of regions approximates the path length between them. Anatomical connectome can also be described in 3D, through rendering a brain volume and applying unique curved lines across the space to represent the connections [21]. However, visualization result could be negatively affected as the number of connections increases. This problem can be eased by using functional space that represents functional connectivity distance, rather than anatomical distance. Brain connectome is also widely represented by emphasizing connectivity itself. For example, Zuo et al described brain network highlighting the overall layout. The voxel-wise connections were visualized with the same colors and the overall anatomical and functional details were removed [20]. Due to the complexity of brain network, creating an efficient brain network visualization is usually at the expense of representing the probability of connections through thresholding. Also, as brain connections change dynamically, it is always a challenge as how to integrate temporal domain into the graph along with the spatial. Currently approaches include using color coded ROIs with representative time series, presenting brain shifting along time series to reveal the changes, etc.

2.4 Multigraph

As a subfield of information visualization, graph visualization has been extensively studied. However, few techniques have been developed for multigraphs. Although multivariate graphs [22, 23] can contain multiple edges for pairs of nodes in
the same graph, they do not provide properties that defined by the structures of a complete graph. For example, a node-link visualization method for multigraph and related interactions is proposed in [23]. But it is really focusing on only multi-edge graphs, i.e. the same graph with multiple edges. They proposed a multigraph ranking model that is able to identify nearest neighbor users in multirelational social networks. The whole multigraph is constructed by overlapping all given relationships. The size and number of the node represents how popular the individual is among all relationships. Color was applied to the edges to distinguish different relationships, as shown in Figure 2, upper graph. A somewhat similar problem is the visualization of dynamic graphs [24]. But since the graph structures often change with time, the focus of the visualization algorithms is different. In the case of static graph structures in dynamic graphs, the problem becomes similar to a multigraph problem. In [25], a matrix cube technique was proposed to stack multiple graphs together to form a cube for the visualization of the time-varying changes of the graph edges using information visualization tools such as slicing, small multiples, and color coded projection, as shown in Figure 2.1, bottom graph. Although the graph stacking strategy is similar to our approach, the visualization method for the stacked graphs are very different as we further blur the cube into a volume data set and apply interactive volume rendering for feature detection. Another type of related work is feature extraction by visualization. While feature visualization has been an active topic in scientific visualization, using interactive visualization for feature selection to support data analysis has not been widely studied. Some preliminary work has shown promises in many science and engineering applications.
such as flow dynamics [26], spatiotemporal GIS [27], bioinformatics [28] and neuroimaging [29].

Figure 2.1. Existing multigraph visualization techniques. Upper: Multi-edged graph. Bottom: Stacked adjacency matrices.
The application I designed and developed is for analyzing human brain network for Alzheimer’s Disease classification. The dataset I applied is an MRI and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) dataset from the Alzheimers Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database (adni.loni.usc.edu). An overview of the brain connectome network construction process based on MRI and DTI data is shown in Figure 3. More details of this process, including the parcellation and tractography algorithms, can be found in [30]. The pipeline is divided into three steps: (1) Generation of regions of interest (ROIs), (2) DTI tractography, and (3) connectivity network construction, as shown in Figure 3.1.

ROI Generation: Anatomical parcellation is performed on the high-resolution anatomical MRI scan of each subject to obtain 68 gyral-based ROIs, with 34 cortical ROIs.
in each hemisphere. These ROIs can be further subdivided so that brain networks at different scales can be constructed.

DTI Tractography: The DTI data are analyzed and processed for fiber tracking using FACT (fiber assignment by continuous tracking). A spline filtering is applied to smooth the tracks.

Network Construction: Nodes and edges are defined in constructing the weighted, undirected network. The weight of the edge is defined as the density of the fibers connecting the pair.

In this study, the brain connectome data were collected for 104 subjects in 3 categories: HC (Healthy Control, 43 subjects); MCI (Mild Cognitive Impaired, 42 subjects) and AD (Alzheimer’s Disease, 19 subjects). For each subject, anatomical parcellation is performed on the high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical MRI scan. 234 gyral-based ROIs were obtained for each subject. These ROIs can be further divided into smaller ROIs so that brain networks at different scale can be constructed. Nodes and edges are defined to construct the weighted, undirected network. The weight between each pair of nodes is defined as fiber density, which is number of fiber tracks divided by mean volume of the two ROIs. Connection of two ROIs is defined as the end points of the fiber falling in both the two ROIs. The brain connectome network data from the 104 subjects are 104 graphs. Since all the subjects share the same parcellation, they have the same set of node labels (the brain ROIs) but different connectivity (edges) between the nodes as the fiber densities are different for different subjects between the same pairs of ROI labels. Thus, it is a typical multigraph problem.
CHAPTER 4. METHODS

4.1. Brain parcellation

Brain parcellation divides the brain into a set of non-overlapping regions according to information based on anatomical connectivity, functional connectivity, stimuli based activation, etc [31]. The parcels are defined as clusters to connect anatomical voxels of brain, as shown in Figure 4.1, Main steps of parcellation are as follows. The first step is to define global module and resolution for parcellation. One common strategy is the use of anatomical or functional regions of interest (ROIs). The choice of the regions can be based on the experience of previous experiments. Second step is to modify the solution to yield homogeneous parcels, which should have similar volumes and be similarly compact. K-means algorithm can efficiently achieve this goal by minimizing the intra-class variance in the classification context. The final step is to apply more constraints to improve the parcellation. For example, penalizing the crossing of sulci can be applied as an anatomical constraint.
Figure 4.1. Examples of 3D parcellation of brain cortex. Original image (left). Result with 50 parcels per hemisphere (middle). Result with 500 parcels per hemisphere (right).

4.2. Volume rendering

“Volume visualization is a method of extracting meaningful information from volumetric datasets through the use of interactive graphics and imaging, and is concerned with the representation, manipulation, and rendering of volumetric datasets” [by Kaufman, A.; Volume Visualization; IEEE Computer Society Press Tutorial; 1990.]

Volume rendering can apply properties such as color and opacity to describe visualization to gain insights [33]. Color and opacity are parameters of light emission and absorption individually. Each voxel of the data can emit or absorb light. The emission model can work by allowing the voxels to only emit their own light or by adding multiple scattering. The absorption modifies the amount of light passes the voxels and can be referred as opacity or transparency of voxels. The properties, such as color and opacity, are assigned to the volumetric data and enable users to visualize not only the surface
but also the inside structure of the data. This step is referred as classification. Sometimes, volumetric data also need to be segmented. For example, when scanning human tissues, different parts may show the same density value and cannot be separated. To solve this problem, segmentation should be applied first for differentiation before classification approached be assigned. Shading technique is usually used to enhance the appearance of the rendering objects. Shading can be defined as global, direct and local methods. Global shading consider the light being exchanged between all objects. Direct shading on the other hand only takes the light directly falls onto the objects. Local shading is computational cheaper comparing to global and direct approaches. It contains ambient, diffuse and specular components. To create the final object, all samples need to be visualized together through a combination of the properties from all the samples for each pixel. Usually the involved data are semi-transparent, therefore the composition step need to be completed in certain order: front to back or back to front. Front to back method allows the process to be terminated when reaching a certain threshold. Back to front method does not allow early termination, however, it requires less computation since there is no need to keep tracking the remaining transparency.

Many algorithms can be taken in volume visualization and those algorithms generally fall into two different categories, as shown in Figure 4.2. One is indirect volume rendering which transfer the data into polygonal iso-surfaces and then perform rendering. The data can also be rendered directly and this is referred as direct volume rendering. Of all available algorithms for volume rendering, splatting is one that has
been mostly widely used. This technique splats each elements as a snow ball according to certain functions such as Gaussian kernels with amplitude scaled by the voxel values. The functions are then projected on to the screen. Splatting can only take the relevant voxels that are stored for later processing. This can greatly improve the computation efficiency for projection and rasterization steps. The shear warp approach is another powerful approach for volume rendering. It was developed by Cameron and Undrill, popularized by Philippe Lacroute and Marc Levoy. The approach takes advantage of a volume and image encoding scheme. The shear warp factorization can achieve low computational overhead because it allows simultaneous traversal of volume and image that skips opaque image regions and transparent voxels [34]. Shear warp algorithm works relatively fast, but at the loss of image accuracy and quality. Another popular rendering technique is 3D texture mapping. Volume rendering applications adapt 3D texture concepts with respect to arbitrary clipping geometries. The idea is to present the 3D text mapping as the trilinear interpolation of the data at an arbitrary point within the domain. The result volume has relatively better quality but may show a transition when rotating the object.
Figure 4.2. Comparison of ray casting, splatting, shear-warp, and 3D texture mapping algorithms. Left to right: Marschner-Lobb function containing high frequencies and simulation of the potential distribution of electrons around atoms (top to bottom) [33].

4.3 Principal component analysis

Principal component analysis (PCA) is one of the most powerful application of linear algebra and it is widely used in all forms of analysis in different areas [34]. PCA provides an efficient way for how to reduce complex datasets to a lower dimension and to extract relevant information that were hidden in the noisy data. The components are uncorrelated with each other and they each contributes to variance of the data. The first principal component has the closest fit in explaining the relationship of the dataset. Later components are serially generated by using the residuals from previous principal component analysis. The whole set of components together account for the total variance of the variables. The first few variables hold most of the variance, therefore
most of the data exist in the first few dimensions and later components are usually unimportant. PCA can be summarized into three steps:

1. Organize the dataset into $n \times p$ matrix. $n$ is the number of measurement types and $p$ is the number of trials.

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
y_{11} & y_{12} & \cdots & y_{1p} \\
y_{21} & y_{22} & \cdots & y_{2p} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
y_{n1} & y_{n2} & \cdots & y_{np}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

2. Subtract mean off each measurement type.

Calculate mean:

\[
\overline{Y}_i = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{k=1}^{n} Y_{ki}
\]

Calculate standard deviation:

\[
S_i = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n-1} \sum_{k=1}^{n} (Y_{ki} - \overline{Y}_i)^2}
\]

Normalization:
Normalized matrix:

\[ X = \begin{pmatrix}
  x_{11} & x_{12} & \cdots & x_{1p} \\
  x_{21} & x_{22} & \cdots & x_{2p} \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \cdots & \vdots \\
  x_{n1} & x_{n2} & \cdots & x_{np}
\end{pmatrix} \]

3. Calculate eigenvectors and eigenvalues from the covariance matrix.

\[ XX' = \begin{pmatrix}
  1 & r_{12} & \cdots & r_{1p} \\
  r_{21} & 1 & \cdots & r_{2p} \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \cdots & \vdots \\
  r_{p1} & r_{p2} & \cdots & 1
\end{pmatrix} \]

Where:

\[ r_{ij} = \frac{1}{n-1} \sum_{k=1}^{n} X_{ki} X_{kj} \]
Calculate eigenvalue $\lambda$ with $A = XX'$ and $I$ is unit matrix:

$$\begin{vmatrix} A - \lambda I \end{vmatrix} = 0$$

Calculate eigenvector $X$:

$$(A - \lambda_i I)x = 0$$

Eigenvalues can be used to make decisions about which eigenvectors should we drop without losing too much information. The eigenvectors with smaller eigenvalues carry less information about data distribution and are of less importance.
CHAPTER 5. RESULTS

5.1 Multigraph Visualization and Interaction

A key step in the data analytics process is feature selection, which is usually a highly technical process hidden from the end user. There is, however, a need for transparency in the feature selection and model creation process, not only for feature interpretability, but also because end user input is highly valuable. Human intuition, knowledge, and perceptual ability to identify patterns are the primary driving force of visual analytics. To this end, interactive data visualization plays a central role.
The goal of the visualization here is to show salient network features that are the most effective in differentiating subjects in these three categories: HC, MCI and AD. Each connectome network can be represented as an adjacency matrix. If we stack together the matrices of a group of subjects, it forms a volume dataset. Naturally, the subjects in the three categories can be grouped together to form three volume datasets. I then generate volume renderings of these volumes side-by-side to detect salient features which are both common within groups and different across groups. Figure 5.1 shows the whole look of the user interface tool that we generated. At the left column of the interface is the 2D maps of the averages brain network for different group, including AD, MCI, HC from top to bottom, as shown in Figure 5.2. There is not significant
difference among the three groups, by comparing the 2D average maps. This suggests
2D average graph is probably not the best way for detecting salient network features in
brain disease data.

Figure 5.2. Average brain network visualized in 2D. AD, MCI, HC from top to bottom, cont’d.
Figure 5.2. Average brain network visualized in 2D. AD, MCI, HC from top to bottom.
Figure 5.3. Individual brain network visualized in 2D.

Figure 5.3 presents all the individual graph matrices, which are located at the right side column of the user interface. Color is used as the key parameter to show the weight of the edges, which stand for the connection between the ROIs.

To visualize a multigraph volume, the first step is to blur the sparse matrices to generate a cloud-like volume data. This is to enhance the influence of the discrete edges in the adjacency matrices so that volume rendering can be visually more effective. I applied Gaussian filters to “splat” each point to nearby voxels. The data is distributed using an elliptical Gaussian distribution function. Figure 5.4 shows an example of a graph matrix before and after the Gaussian filtering. This approach has greatly improved the volume visualization result. The original sparse graph has been transferred to a connected graph. This technique allows users to better visualize the patterns and
connections within the brain network. VTK is then used to carry out the volume rendering.

Figure 5.4. A graph matrix before (upper) & after (lower) Gaussian filtering.
The middle column of the user interface shows all volume rendering results of the three multigraph volumes. The transformations of the three volume renderings are synchronized to facilitate interactive visual comparisons. 3D interactions can be applied to the volume rendered images to compare these 3 groups of subjects. Navigation allows users to examine the graphs in different angle, as show in Figure 5.5. Front view provides a better visualization of the patterns and connections of the networks. This angle works better for feature selection. It is also very important to check the side view, which allows us to identify whether the selected feature is consistent among all subjects within the same group. Figure 5.6 shows the zoom in and zoom out functions. These are essential functions that provides a closer look of the selected features. Another powerful function of this interactive tool is the color function, as shown in Figure 5.7. Users can interactively draw different color to different range of data or only draw color to the range of the data that we are interested in. Opacity function offers the user another option for visualizing the network at different iso-surface, as shown in Figure 5.8. High transparency is a better choice when we want to examine all the subjects at the same time and to check if they show the same feature. Low transparency works better to represent the structure of individual iso-surface. These interactive functions are designed to provide the users flexibility when using this tool and to emphasize users’ experience on visualization and feature selection.
Figure 5.5. Interactive visualization – navigation.
Figure 5.6. Interactive visualization – zoom in and zoom out.
Figure 5.7. Interactive visualization – color function.
Figure 5.8. Interactive visualization – opacity function.
Users can then interactively identify regions that show the most differences between the three categories, as well as consistencies within their individual groups. As shown in Figure 5.9, such regions will be selected on the interface as submatrices. Since this is an interactive process, it is primarily the users’ subjective decisions to identify places where they think they see significant differences. This process may also include change of transfer function for better visual clarities. Results from Figure 5.9 indicate that differences between the three types of networks cannot be easily discovered from statistical averages, as they do not seem to show on the averaged images. The selected submatrices will then be further calculated to form the feature vector for classification analysis.

Figure 5.9. Features selected as submatrices, cont’d.
Figure 5.9. Features selected as submatrices.
5.2 Feature Analysis

In order to compute a set of features for analysis, the submatrices identified interactively are processed by Principal component analysis (PCA). PCA is applied to the features defined by the elements in each submatrix individually. The set of all such principal components (PCs) form a collective feature vector for further classification analysis.

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used to construct classifiers. To do so, a supervised classification algorithm is implemented. A 3-fold cross validation approach is applied. For each category, 2/3 of the total subjects are randomly selected and used as training data and the remaining 1/3 are kept for testing. This process will then be repeated 3 times with different randomly selected subsets, and the results are averaged over the 3 rounds. Our training set has 13 subjects from AD, 29 subjects from HC and 29 subjects from MCI. The test set has 6 subjects from AD, 14 subjects from HC and 13 subjects from MCI. To avoid overfitting, the feature vector was limited to have about 25 features. In order to compare with results without the visual feature selection, PCA was also applied on the entire 234x234 multigraph matrices. The resulting PCs will then be selected using a standard best first feature selection algorithm [35]. This will reduce the feature set to 25 features (same as the visually selected features). The training results from the SVM are then applied to the test set for validation. Table 5.1 shows the comparisons of the three pairwise classification results using both visually detected features and automatically detected features. There are significant improvements in all three tests using the visually detected features.
Table 5.1. Test results of three classifiers: AD vs HC; AD vs MCI; HC vs MCI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical diagnosis</th>
<th>Visual-features</th>
<th>Auto-features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AD(+)</td>
<td>AD(-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall: 87.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical diagnosis</th>
<th>Visual-features</th>
<th>Auto-features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MCI(+)</td>
<td>MCI(-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCI</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall: 79.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical diagnosis</th>
<th>Visual-features</th>
<th>Auto-features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AD(+)</td>
<td>AD(-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCI</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall: 77.6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3 Evaluations

The tool was evaluated by biomedical scientists for their comments and suggestions.

[Review by Changhyun Gil. Ph. D. Postdoc at Indiana University Department of Pediatrics]

The authors developed an interactive/interactive volume visualization tool from health and Alzheimer’s disease patients’ brain connectome networks multigraph datasets. This multigraph visualization tool may help users to better detect the features of Alzheimer’s disease. It is a good choice to use multigraph visualization approaches to solve neurobiology problems due to the complexity of brain structure and the dynamic of neuron connectivity. In addition, this method treated multigraph as a volume for disease feature detection and then combined machine learning and data visualization approaches thus is more advantageous than solely user-centered or statistic based tactics. Indeed, the authors showed that the differences between Healthy Control (HC), Mild Cognitive Impaired (MCI) and Alzheimer’s disease (AD) could not be distinguished simply by statistic average. However in Table 1, it was shown that after being trained with training data sets using a supervised classification algorithm, visually detected features could classify each pair of group of data better than automatically detected features.

I think this interactive feature detection method using multigraph visualization framework is very promising for the detection of AD features and thus can potentially facilitate researchers to target AD “hot spots” and search for corresponding treatment. In addition, since the preliminary data showed that this method could distinguish between HC and AD, as well as MCI and AD better than auto-features, this method is
also promising for the early diagnosis of AD patients. Furthermore, it will be very interesting to apply this method to the feature detection of other neurological conditions, for example, Parkinson Disease. In the future, similar methods can even be applied to other complex biomedical research questions, like the study of intra-cellular signaling pathways and metabolic pathways.

Though the preliminary data is very encouraging, some additional works are suggested to further validate this method: First, the author suggested that visually detected features performed better than auto-features in the classification between 3 pairwise groups (HC vs. MCI, MCI vs. AD and HC vs. AD). However, it would be interesting to see if it can also better classify among all 3 groups (HC vs MCI vs AD). Second, the brain connectome data included 43 HC, 42 MCI 19 AD subjects. A different database, or a bigger pool of patients is needed to further validate this method.
CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS

I have presented a multigraph visualization framework for interactive feature detection using brain image data. Treating multigraph as a volume for interactive feature detection is a novel approach, and the results look promising. Interactive feature detection through data visualization effectively bridge visualization and data mining, and is able to take advantages of both human perceptual abilities and the power of data mining algorithms. I believe this a more powerful and efficient paradigm for visual analytics than pure user-centered visual data manipulation.

In the future, I would like to develop a richer set of interactive operations with the multigraph visualization platform, including perhaps the interactive visualization of analysis results to evaluate each news selected feature vector.
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